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ABSTRACT 
The paper refers to the well-known identity, published by Jacobi in 1833, relating 
each minor of a determinant to the complementary minor of the adjugate determinant. 
An exactly analogous identity is proved for Pfaffians, making use of Cayley's theorem 
of 1847, relating a skew-symmetric determinant to its Pfaffian. 
1. JACOBI'S IDENTITY 
Let A---- [a , ]  be an (n • n) matrix, with determinant 
D = det A = Y'oT,oax,o~l~a2,o(2~...ano,~n~, (i) 
where the sum runs through all the permutations 
co = [w(1), o9(2), ..., o~(n)] 
of  [1, 2, ..., n] and e,ois the parity of  co. I f  R= {ra, rz . . . .  , r t}  and 
S = {sl, s2 . . . . .  st} are two subsets 1 of  the set I = {1, 2 . . . .  , n}, let ARs 
denote the ( (n -  l) • (n -  l)) matrix obtained f rom A by deleting 
the rows indexed in R and the columns indexed in S; and write 
DRs = det Ae, s. We shall write S'  = I -- S for the complement of  S 
in L I f  R = {r} and S = {s}, we shall abbreviate D{o{s } to Dry. 
* This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
1 We denote ordered sets by [...] and unordered sets by {... }. 
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Let B = [b~,] be the (n x n) matrix with elements b~, = D~,, and 
let C = [Gs] have elements c~s ---- (--  1)r+SDr8 (so that c,, is the cofactor 
of ar, in D). Write E = det B and F ----- det C (so that F is the adjugate 
determinant of D). Now define Bes and Ces like Aes, and Ees  and Fes 
like Des. 
I f  t = rl + sx + r2 + ... + st, it is easily seen from (1) that 
fR,s,  = (- -  1)~ER,s,. (2) 
If Mes is the cofactor of DR, s, in D, we see that 
Mes = (--  1)tDes . (3) 
Now, in our notation, Jacobi's theorem [2] asserts that 
FR, s, = Dt - lMes  9 (4) 
By (2) and (3), this is equivalent o the identity 
ER,s, = DZ-IDes . (5) 
2. PFAFFIANS 
I f  A = [ars] is skew-symmetric (at8 = - -asr) ,  then D = 0 if n is 
odd. If  n is even, Cayley's theorem [1] asserts that 
D = p2, (6) 
where P denotes the Pfaffian of A. I f  n = 2m, this is defined as 
P = Pf A = Y~oe~ ... arms,,,, (7) 
where the sum runs through all the partitions a of I----- {1, 2 ..... 2m } 
into pairs {ri, sl} (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , m),  and e~ is the parity of the permutation 
[rl, sl, r2, ..., s,~] of [1, 2 . . . .  2rn]. We note that this assignment of sign 
is consistent for all permutations corresponding to the same partition; 
for an interchange of two pairs is even, while an interchange of the in- 
dices in any pair {ri, si} reverses both the signs of eo and of ar~,c 
We shall henceforth assume that A is o f  even order, with n = 2m. 
Thus, if we delete an odd number l of rows of A, indexed in a set S, 
and also the columns indexed in the same set, we get Dss = O, since 
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Ass is skew-symmetric and of odd order. I f  l is even, we get Dss = Ps 2, 
where Ps denotes Pf  A s. I f  S = {r, s}, we shall abbreviate Pit, 3} to Prs. 
Finally, we define the skew-symmetric (2m • 2m) matrix G = [g,,] 
by putting grs = P~a when r < s; and write H = det G and Q = Pf G. 
Hns and Qs are defined like DRs and I s ,  respectively. 
3. THE IDENTITY FOR PFAFFIANS 
Jacobi's identity, when n = 2m, l = 2k, and R = S, becomes 
Es, s, = D2~-IDss . (8) 
In particular, when k = 1 and S = {r, s}, we see that 
Dis = 
0 





= Es,,~, = DDss; 
whence, by (6), 
Dr8 = q- P Pr8 (r :7~:s), (9) 
where the sign may depend on r and s. To determine it, we consider 
the product XY,  where 
X = ars Y and Y = a,,2v~a,,a,, 8 ... a,m,,,,, (~o) 
corresponding to the permutation [1", s, u2, v2, us, ..., V,n] in which 
u2<v2<ua<v3 <. . .  <u, ,~<v,, ,  (that is, r and s are brought to 
the front of the ordered set and the remaining indices retain their in- 
creasing order.) This product occurs just once in the expansion of 
Drs, with the parity-factor (--  1)r+L as is easily verified. In the product 
PP~8, the product XY occurs again in just one way, with X coming from 
P with a parity-factor which is seen to be (- -  1) r+8-1 if r < s, and 
(--  I) r+s if r > s; and Y, with a factor + 1, coming from P,.8. Thus 
Drs = -- P Prs (r < s) 
and (11 ) 
Drs = + P Pr8 (r > s). 
This may be written 
B = - -  P G ; (12)  
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whence, for general even sets S with l = 2k, (6) yields that 
Es, s, = det Bs, s, = (--  p)2k det Gs, s, = P2ICQZz,. (13) 
Returning to the general form of (8), we use (6) again, and obtain 
from (13) the result 
Qs, = 4- ek-x Ps , (14) 
where the sign may depend on S. To determine this sign, we again 
examine a particular term. Consider 
X z ar ls lar2s2 ...  a rks  k y 
and (15) 
Y : auk+lvk+lauk+2vk+ 2 ...  aumv m , 
where S = {"1, sa, r2, ..., s~.} and S '= {uk+l, vk+l, uk+2 .... .  v,,,}, with 
and 
r~ <s~ <r2 <s2 <. . .  <rk  <s~. 
Uk+ x ~ Vk+ 1 ~ Uk+ 2 ~ lYk+ 2 ~ ... ~ U m ~ V m. 
The product Xk-xY  occurs in the expansion of Qs' only through the term 
-~-PrlsxPr2sz "'" Prksk and each Pr,8~ contains only one relevant term, 
namely X/arm, which clearly carries the parity-factor (-- 1) w-w(il, where 
w(i) -~ r i + si - 4i + 1 
and (16) 
k 
w = Z w(i). 
i=1 
Thus, by (16), the product Xk- IY  occurs in Qs' with a factor ( -  1) ck-x'~ 
On the other hand, the same product occurs in the expansion of Pk- IP  s 
in just one way also. Each P yields a factor X, with parity-factor (-- 1) ~~ 
while Ps yields the odd factor Y, with a d- sign. Therefore we see that 
the signs on both sides of (14) are the same; whence the advertised 
identity for Pfaffians, closely analogous to that of Jacobi for determi- 
nants, is 
Qs, = Pk- lPs.  (17) 
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NOTE: It should be mentioned that W. T. Tutte obtained the incom- 
plete forms, (9) and 
P P(i, j, k, z} ~ -6 PijPkz :k PikPjz :]: PiiPjk (18) 
(corresponding to a weaker form of (14) when k = 2), in a paper on 
graph theory [3]. 
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